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1. INTR~~LJCTI~N 
Standard inventory theory is concerned with finding control policies which 
minimise the sum of various costs, notably purchase costs, stock-holding 
costs and run-out costs. In practice it sometimes may be difficult to 
determine some of these costs, and the eventual solution is chosen to give a 
compromise between purchase quantities, stock levels and stock run-outs. In 
this paper we will study a simple model involving only purchase quantities 
and stock run-outs for discounted problems. The conditions we will assume 
are those of Bellman [ 1, pp. 159-1641, viz. 
(i) there is a probability density function. 4. for demand. s. where 
qqs) > 0. 0 < s < co, 
(ii) .I’:’ s#(s) ds < co. 
(iii) there is a discount factor, a, 0 < a < 1. by which order quantities 
and run-outs are discounted. 
At the beginning of any time period. of equal length. the stock level will be 
.Y E X= IO. co), and decisions will be made as to the order quantity. or 
equivalently, the new. immediate, stock level, J’ > s. 
In principle the decision need not, a priori. be a deterministic one. Thus 
we allow for probability distribution over y, and let F( ., x) be such a 
distribution. with .7(x) as the set of all such distributions for a given s E X. 
with F( y. x) = 0, if j* < x. We let A be the set of all decision rules. 6. taken 
over F(x). for all .Y E X. We let d’ be the set of all deterministic decision 
rules, 6. i.e.. for which 6(x) = J, for some ~9 > x. 
Now. in Bellman [ 1 I. it turns out that optimal decision rules, 6. take the 
form: 3 YE X such that 6(x) = 2, for x E [O,S). and S(s) =.Y, for 
.Y E [?r, co). We let d be the set of all such decision rules. It is the purpose of 
this paper to show that the solutions to our multi-objective problem are 
“virtually” those given by 2. 
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An infinite horizon policy, q, is a sequence (6’, 6’,..., 6” . ..) of decision 
rules in d. We let n’ be the set of policies for which 6” is deterministic for 
each n, and a be the set of all policies specified above. 
The two objectives with which we will be concerned are 
1. the discounted infinite horizon quantity purchased, 
2. the discounted infinite horizon run-out quantity. 
For each q E rr, and x E X, letf’(x, q) be the respective xpectations quan- 
tities in 1, 2, i = 1, 2. It is possible that, for some q, these expectations may 
not be finite. Also, since we are allowing J’(., x) to take fairly general forms, 
our expectations have to be defined in a specific sense. We assume that the 
expectations are defined in the general Frechet sense (see Kolmogorov [5]), 
and using infinite values where the values are not finite, bearing in mind that 
the objective function values for any sample path, and any single period in 
the path, are non-negative. 
Let us now extend 7t to 7r*, the finitely generated mixture space over IL as 
follows. If {$}, j = 1, 2 )...) 1, are such that tj > 0, Vj, and X:=1 tj = 1, then, if 
# E rr,j= 1, 2,..., 1, then q = Cf= i fj# is formally defined to be equivalent o 
taking policy r,J with probability tj from the outset, so that f’(x, ‘I) = 
cf= 1 tjf’(X, rJ>, i = 1,2. 
We will wish to consider policies for which 6” E 2, for all n, and we let 77 
be the set of all such policies. We will also wish to study stationary policies, 
for which 6” is the same for all n, and we let rc” be the set of such policies. 
Let i1°=?n7ro; 7Y0=75nno. 
Let us now turn to our multi-objective problem. Let 2 E R2 be a set of 
pairs of (f’, f”) values, denoted by the vector f E R ‘. Then the efficient set 
of Z with respect to f is defined by: Z(Z) = {f E Z: f’ E Z, 
f’ < f + f’ = f ), where “f’ ,< f” means “f i’ < f i, i = 1,2.” 
Let us define f (x, n) = (f(x, q): q E n), x E X. 
Our central interest is in B(f(x, 7~)). However, in order to study this, we 
have to study a(f(x, n*)), defined analogously, as well, although, for our 
conditions the two sets will turn out to be the same. 
Finally, as has already been indicated, Bellman’s [ 1 ] original paper led to 
the result that, for his scalar valued problem, all optimal solutions were to be 
found in ii’. Intuitively, one might expect the same to be true for 8’(f(x, n)), 
but this has to be established, and this is a central aim of the paper. 
2. EFFICIENCY AND WEIGHTING FACTOR ANALYSIS 
By the definition of IL*, a* is convex and f (x, q) is convex on R*, for each 
x E X. Let A = (A E R2: A # 0, ,li > 0, i = 1,2, A, + A, = 1 }, and define 
&4(x, n*) as follows: M(x, 7c*) = (q E x*: Af(x, v) > Af(x, r,“), V v’ E R*, and 
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some L E A 1. Likewise, if A + ={IIEA:K>O), we define M+(x,rr*) in a 
similar manner to M(x, n*). 
Then from Karlin [2] (note that we do nof need rr* to be closed), we have 
M+(x, 7r*> E cY(x, iT*) G M(x. 7r*), (1) 
where 
F(x, 7r*) = (?j E ?r*: j-(x, q) E FP(f(x, ?T*))}. 
We will use this result in conjunction with the results of Bellman [ l]. by 
reducing our efftciency problem to a scalar valued problem. 
3. THE SCALAR VALUED PROBLEM 
In Bellman’s [ 1 ] scalar valued problem, there is a cost k per unit 
purchased, and a penalty cost, p, per unit shortage. If we choose a particular 
value of A in A, the resulting minimisation problem becomes identical with 
that of Bellman [l], withA,=p, A,= l-p, k=,~,p=(l -,D). 
If we define f:(x) to be the i&mum of AJ(x, q) over n”, for 0 < p < 1. 
then Bellman’s [ 1 ] analysis shows that the infimum is achieved at a 
minimising r,~ E 3 which satisfies the following equations, for all x E X. 
Furthermore the optimal policy is uniquely given by 
Case 1. up > k (i.e., ,D < a/( 1 + a)). 
j’ = f, if J’ < x. 
= x, if x>.f, 
where I is the unique solution to the equation 
Case 2. ap ,< k (i.e., p > a/( 1 + a)) 
J’ = x (i.e., .f = 0). 
(3) 
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If p = 0, it is clear that f:(x) = 0, with X = co. This solution is not an 
admissible one, although it clearly produces an efficient solution in f(x, IL), 
for all x E X. 
If p = 1, it is clear that the optimal soluion is X = 0, and this is admissible 
and efficient inf(x, n), for all x E X. 
Now, as has been indicated, the above solutions are optimal in e”. We 
propose to show that they are “virtually” uniquely optimal in rc, the net 
effect of which will be to ensure that they give “virtually” the set of efficient 
solutions we require. We study first the case 0 < ~1 < 1. 
Let us rewrite (2) in the form, for all x E X, 
(4) 
where 
@(Y,z)=PY++a(l -P) fin (s-Y)qQ)dS ‘s=Y 
+ az(O) fin 4(s) ds + a fY z(y - s) q(s) ds (5) 
-s=y -s=O 
for any real valued function z, on X, for which we define the right-hand side 
of (5) to be infinite if the integrals are infinite or do not exist. 
Now let f,(x) be the infimum of AJ(x, q) over 7~. Since f,(x) <y!(x), for 
all x E X, and 3: is bounded on X (from Bellman [ 11) we see that f, is 
bounded on X, and O(~r,f,) exists and is finite for all J’ (see 
Kolmogorov [5 1). We also have&(x) < -px + O( y, f,), for all J E X. Hence 
f,(x) < inf,,,(l,(-px + O( y, f,))Q’(dX)), where Q”(dX) is the probability 
measure on 4’ E X given by 6. From the definition off,(x), given E > 0, there 
exists a q = (6’, a’,..., a”...) E 7~ such that 
> I’ C-P + @(Y, f,)) Q”‘W) - E, . x 
wherej;(w) =f,(w, ii), and $ = (8, 6” . . . 6” . ..). Since E is arbitrary, we have 
f,(x) > inf,,,(] J--+x + O( ~7, f )) Q&(&C)). Thus we see that f,(x) satisfies 
the equation, for all x E X, 
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It is also clear that f,(x) satisfies the equation, for all x E X. 
(7) 
Since (7) has a unique bounded solution, and f: satisfies (7), we must have 
f,, = f”, (see Denardo [ 3 I). 
This shows that we may obtain f, using only policies in 5’. We require a 
stronger result, viz. that f,, can only be obtained “virtually” by some r] E no. 
Until proved otherwise, any other optimising policies in 71, which have a 
probabilistic component. need not give the same f i values, i = 1. 2, and we 
would have to determine all equally optimal probabilistic policies for f,. We 
have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. In (6), if X,, is the Bellman [ 1] critical level solution to (4). 
then 6(x) = max[x, X,] with probability one on y E X. 
ProojI If 6 is optimal we have jx O(y, f,) Q'(dX) = it. O(y,T,) Q'(dX) 
= O(max[x, ?cu ]fu) = O(max[x, X,], f,) = jx(max[x, X,], f,) Q’(dX). i.e., 
jx(O(y. f,) - O(max[x,Y,]f,)) Q’(dX) = 0. We also have O(y,f,) > 
O(max[x, X,], f,), V y # max[x, X,]. Hence, from Kolmogorov [S 1, the 
probability that 6(.x) # max[x, -u,] is 0. and the requisite result follows. 1 
Let us look now at (6) again. Bellman’s [ l] principle of optimality is 
implicit in the choice of the optimal Af (Ml, q), for each CI’ E X. on the right- 
hand side of (6). However. as pointed out by Porteus 141. if we are merely 
wishing to find f,(x), for a given x. we need not. for the second period 
decision. choose the optimal Af(w, II) for all initial stock levels which may be 
realised. However, we must do so for “virtually all” such I\‘. and the 
following lemma formalises this. 
LEMMA 2. Let r] = (a’, 6’,.... 6” . ..) b e an optimal policy in 7c for Af (x. q). 
Then 6’(~,) = max( w, X,] with probability one on realised )I’ E X. given 6’. 
Proof. Let r7 be optimal in YC for Af(x, q), and g,(z. ?I) be generated by ‘7. 
v z E X. Let gi(z, q) = g,(z, q), restricted to periods 2. 3 . . . . . Then gi > ./;. 
and I,(O(y, g:) - O( y, f,)) Q”(dX) = 0, since f,(x) = g:(x) for the 
specified x. Now, from (5), we see that O(y, gi) > O(y,f,), for all y E X. 
From Lemma I, y = max[x, ,U,] with probability one. With this value of J’. 
we must have O(J,, g:) = O(y. f,). Hence, from (5) we have j’,( gi(br.) - 
f,(w)) RY(dX) = 0. where R’ is the probability measure on IV E X induced 
by ~3. Again this is true if we replace X by any subset. and. from 
Kolmogorov [ 51. we must have g:(r+*) > f,(w) with probability 0 given j’. 
Hence, combining this with the fact that 6’(x) = y with probability one. we 
obtain the desired result. 1 
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We are now in a position to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let q = (a’, a2,..., S”- I, 6” . ..) be an optimal policy in R for 
1f(x, q). Then, for n > 2, 6’(w) = max[ w, X,] with probability one on 
reaiised w E X, given 6’, d2 ,..., bn-‘, and 6’(x) = max[x, X,] with probability 
one on y E X. 
Proof. The second part comes directly from Lemma 1, and the first part 
follows the proof of Lemma 2, on an inductive basis. 1 
COROLLARY 1. The set of all optimising q E R, for Af (x, q), give the 
same values off ‘(x, rj), i = 1, 2. 
Proof. Let v and q’ be optimal policies, and consider a sample path 
(s, , s2 ,***, s, ,*-. ) of demands. Then, from the theorem, the sample paths of 
stock levels, decisions, and demands, under policies q and q’, will be iden- 
tical to the unique sample path generated by the deterministic optimal policy, 
with probability one. The finiteness of A..(x, q) and f ‘(x, Q-) imply the 
finiteness off ‘(x, q). Hence, the expected values off ‘(x, q) and f ‘(x. q’) will 
be identical for i= 1, 2 (see Kolmogorov [5]). If we now take expectations 
over the sample paths of demands (s,, s2,..., s,,...), we obtain the requisite 
result. I 
Let us now return to the cases ,D = 0 and p = 1. The case P = 1 falls into 
the category already considered, with X= 0, and the same analyses apply. 
The case ,U = 0, gives an inadmissible solution, viz. X= co, and we exclude 
this. 
Let nr(x) be the set of optimal policies given in Theorem 1, given x,,u. 
We are now in a position to return to our efficiency analysis. 
4. THE EFFICIENT SETS 
Let ii, be the policy in i1’ given by (8,, s,,...), where 6,,(x) = max[x, X,]. 
Then the set of optimisers of Af(x. v), in rc, as ,U varies from 1 to O+, 
generate, by Corollary 1, uniquely for each such ,D, the objective function 
vectorsflx, ii,). So far, the optimisation has been restricted to 7c, whereas the 
relationships in (1) relate to rr *. However, we have the following lemma, 
where “ *” means “finite mixture on.” 
LEMMA 3. M(x,R*)= U,R:(X). 
Proof. Let q E M(x, rc*). Then n minimises Af(x, q) over 7t* for some 
A E A, and q = cj fjni, where Cj rj = I, ti > 0 and # E n, for all j. Clearly, 
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# E II,(X) for all j. Hence q E n:(x). Conversely, let q E z,“(x). Then rl 
minimises kf(x. q) over K*. Hence q E M(x, 7c*). m 
COROLLARY 3. Zf q E M(x. n*), then f(x, q) = f(x, ij,) for some p # 0. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Corollary 1 and Lemma 3. 1 
We are now in a position to prove our main theorem. 
THEOREM 2. (i) P(f(x, 7[*)) = P(f(?c, n)) = &(f(x. 77)) = f( ii0 ), 
(ii) F(s. 7~“) = U,7c,*(x), 
(iii) Y(x, 7~) = U, 7rU(?c). 
Proof: (i) We identify each ye E i1’ by its associated 2, and use 
.f(.u. -U) equivalently to f(x, q). Then I~‘(x. ,U + E) - f’(.u. ?s)l < 1 E/ + 
asup,,.,,~jf’(~c,.u+E) - f’(\~,Z)i + a~uIj,~~~lf’(l~.+F,S) - f’(n~,Y)i and 
if’(-~ + F;.Y) - f’(x.2)I < lel + a SI.II~,~~~ lf’(~ + KS) -f’(,~.S)l. From 
the latter inequality, we have SUI~,,~ If’(x + F, 2) -f’(.~, -U)l < E/( 1 - a). 
and then, from the first inequality. we have SUP-~~,\- I f ‘(x. s + E) -f ‘(A-. S)l 6 
c/( 1 - a)‘. Hence f ‘(x, X) is uniformly continuous in h- for all .Y E X. 
Now consider any policy q E r*, with associated, finite. values f '(x, rl), 
f ‘(s. q). As .U ranges from 0 to 00, f ‘(x, X) ranges from its smallest possible 
value over z* (since f ‘(x, 0) <J’(.Y. q) for all q E z*) to co. Hence. from 
the continuity off ‘(x, Y), there exists an X for which f ‘(x. 2) = f '(x, 17). 
Now, from Bellman’s [ I] analysis, every policy in is” may be obtained by 
minimising Af (.u, r]) over 7i for some A E n +, i.e., ,u # 0. 1, and, hence. also 
by minimising over 7c*, from Lemma 3. Hence, from (1). such a policy is 
efficient. Hence, f(x, 2) E 8(x, n*) and f(x, X) E ir(s, 71). for all ?c E X. 
Returning to the analysis of the previous paragraph. we see thatf’(.u. 2) G 
.f’(x. rl). Hence, if q is efficient in z*, we must have f(x. q) =f(x. S) for 
some YE X. Combining this with the previous paragraph. we see that 
F(f(s. Yr* ,) = f(3). 
The previous analysis shows that, if v] E n/F(s. z). then there is an -FE X 
such that f(s. 2) <f(x. r]). Hence. F(f(x. z)) is a kernel. and. from White 
161, rifts. rc*),=~(f(x.n)). 
(ii) We have M+ (x, n*) C_ M(.u, z*). The only p value which might 
cause these sets not to be identical is p = 1, since ,U = 0 gives no admissible 
solution in 7r*. For ,D = I, the set of optimal q E z* is z?(x). This 
corresponds to the convex hull of all policies specified in Theorem 1 with 
2, = 0. Now. from Bellman’s [l] analysis. any ,u > a/( I + a) will give 
.YU=O. If we choose such a ,u# 1, we see that ~~~=~c,*(x)SM+(X,?~*). 
Hence Mt (.u, 7r*)=M(.~, r*). Then, from (1). we have Y(x, n*) = 
M(x. 7~*) = lJ,7c,*(x), from Lemma 3. 
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(iii) 9 E 8(x, n) Zf(x, Ir) E 8(f(x, 71)) 2 rl E W(x, n*>) (from part 
(i)) F! q minimises If(x, II) over 72 * for some A E A 2 q minimises AJ(x, q) 
over 71 for some A E A 2 q E Q(X) for some ,LL Hence the required result 
follows. 
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The problem with which we have dealt is the multi-objective extension of 
Bellman’s [ I] standard problem, although a similar analysis is possible for 
similar problems, involving, for example, stock-holding costs as well, 
although the mathematical problems may well be more difftcult, partly 
because of the unbounded nature of such costs. The analysis is relevant to 
situations in which unit penalty costs, for example, may not be easily deter- 
mined. 
The analysis has been concerned with the identification of both efficient 
policies, 5(x, n), a(x, 7c*), for all x E X, and with the efftcient objective 
function vectors, Z(f(x, 71)) a(f( x, n*)), and the essential results reside in 
Theorem 2. 
Result (i) is the more easily derived result, identifying each of the latter 
two sets with f(ir”), i.e., the set of objective function vectors obtainable by 
any stationary deterministic policy of the form 6(x) = max[x, -u], for 
0 ,< X ( co. From a practical point of view, this is the essential result. 
Results (ii) and (iii) identify the former two sets. The net effect of (ii) and 
(iii) is that 8(x, or*) and &7(x, 7~) are “virtually” identical, and “virtually” the 
same as f” in the sense that, for each policy in each of the former two sets, 
there is a policy in 3 which gives the same probability distribution of 
infinite horizon objective function values except for a set of the latter which 
have zero probability. Clearly ii0 is a subset of 8(x, n*) and 8(x, rr). Thus 
the equivalence with f” goes beyond the identity with mere expectations. 
Finally it is to be noted that all the results are valid uniformly for all 
x E x. 
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